David Marsing Joins Eagle Harbor Holdings Staff as Chief Strategy Officer
Bainbridge Island, WA, --- February 25, 2011 --- As part
of its continued plan for growth in 2011, Eagle Harbor
Holdings (EHH), LLC announced today that technology
veteran David Marsing has joined the EHH staff as chief
strategy officer. Initially Mr. Marsing will concentrate
on the formation and staffing of AutoTalk, LLC, a new
telematics company, and Elixsys, LLC with a focus on
strategic planning for the implementation of plant
facilities both in the U.S. and International markets.
Mr. Marsing is a retired executive of Intel Corp where
he had multiple roles including VP of Technology and
Manufacturing Group and Chief Operating Officer of
Intel's Network Communications Group.
He was
instrumental in establishing and ramping up
semiconductor manufacturing plants and assembly and
test facilities worldwide that were needed for new
technologies and products. Mr. Marsing demonstrated
the leadership and innovation in the semiconductor
industry in the areas of large scale startups and rapid
scaling of new technologies. His technical and
organizational
experience
in
delivering
new
technologies into the market enabled him to be
recognized as one of the “Top 10 Knowledge Leaders” in
the country. "David clearly understands the challenges
of how to design, organize and execute the rapid scaling
of new technologies, and in particular what it takes to
go vertical," said Dan Preston, EHH CEO. “We’re
fortunate to have him onboard.”
Mr. Marsing stated: “I have followed EHH growth since
the company’s inception in 2009, and I’m impressed

with the progress the team has made. A year ago the
company was an unknown start-up, and now presently
EHH is attracting millions of dollars in investment funds.
In the coming months we will make significant
technology announcements from several of our
subsidiaries. I look forward to being a part of the
accelerated growth at Eagle Harbor Holdings.”
Troy Niehaus, managing director of EHH’s Elixsys
subsidiary, stated: “David Marsing is a crucial addition
to the Elixsys plant facilities design team. With David’s
help we’re developing an aggressive timeline with a
clear path to market for the Elixsys remediation
byproducts. David’s background and track record,
combined with multiple patents pending on our
processes, will ensure that Elixsys transitions smoothly
to the marketplace and to revenue. I feel fortunate to
have David Marsing on the team.”
Eagle Harbor Holdings (EHH) has rapidly grown into a
technology engineering leader developing an array of
new technologies from their conceptualization to their
commercialization. The Elixsys subsidiary focuses on
industrial waste remediation and developing valueadded products from various waste streams, such as
converting coal fly ash to commercial products and
commodities. EHH subsidiaries include MediusTech,
Elixsys, Chameleon, AutoTalk, and SensorTech Systems.
More info at ehhllc.com

